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Summary
The aim of the study was to analyse the influence of cold and frozen storage on the chemical content, hydration
properties and texture parameters of horse meat. The material were samples of the longest dorsal muscle
(m. longissimus dorsi) obtained from thirty six horse half-carcasses from individual farmers in south-eastern
Poland. The horses were about 10-years-old and weighed 500-560 kg before slaughter. One set of samples was
subjected to laboratory analyses 24 hours after slaughter. The remaining two sets were subjected to the process of
air flow freezing. After freezing, the samples of horse meat were stored for 1 and 3 month periods at a temperature
of –22°C. The influence of cold and frozen storage on the content of primary chemical composition was not
statistically significant in the analysed raw material. Freezing and frozen storage of horse meat contributed
significantly to an increase in acidity, darkening of colour and deterioration in hydration properties of the
analysed raw material. The study showed a significant decrease in the values of texture parameters of horse
meat (chewiness, resilience, hardness and springiness) which was stored in frozen conditions in comparison
with the raw material stored in cold conditions.
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Meat belongs to the group of foodstuff with a limited shelf life. Meat spoils easily mainly because of its
high content of water which together with proteins and
carbohydrates is good food for microorganisms, and of
fat, which undergoes processes that accelerate spoilage (6, 11). This results in progressive unfavourable
changes in the sensory properties, practical usefulness
and nutritional value of meat. These quality changes
depend mainly on the raw material and the technology
used for its processing and preservation (6).
Studies of the physicochemical properties of horse
meat have been carried out by many authors (1, 7,
9, 15-17). It is distinguished by low levels of fat and
cholesterol in comparison with poultry, pork or beef
(about 20% less) (18). High levels of unsaturated fatty
acids (above 55%) and high levels of iron indicate that
the consumption of horse meat may be beneficial for
human health (15, 18). Nowadays, in some European
countries (Spain, Belgium, France, Italy) horse meat
consumption plays an important role (9).
The extended storage time of raw materials and meat
products in cold and frozen conditions is achieved by

slowing down the microbiological, chemical and biochemical processes of decomposition. Freezing is one
of the most effective methods of meat preservation (8,
25). The freezing of meat results in intensive processes
related to water freezing and forming ice crystals inside muscle structures (3, 10, 19). A negative result of
the crystallization of cell juice in meat during freezing is the disturbance of cell and colloidal structures,
with a simultaneous deterioration in physicochemical
properties of muscle proteins, especially myofibrillar,
through partial denaturation. This is accompanied by an
increase in the volume of ice, an increase in the ionic
strength of that solution, and a change in surface tension and environment pH. Among other things, there
is a deterioration in functional meat properties, such
as the solubility of meat proteins, water absorption, fat
emulsification and the thermal stability of the resultant
emulsions (4, 13, 23, 35).
Given the above facts, the present study was carried
out to analyse the influence of cold and frozen storage of horse meat on the chemical content, hydration
properties and texture parameters of horse meat.
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Material and methods
Raw material. The material were samples of the longissimus dorsi muscle obtained from thirty six horse half
carcasses from individual farmers in south-eastern Poland.
The horses were about 10-years-old and weighted 500-560 kg before slaughter. In order to determine the chemical content, hydration properties and texture of meat, three
samples of 700 g were taken from the longest dorsal muscle
at the height of the 12-14th thoracic vertebra. Next, the
samples were cleaned from external fat, connective tissue
and sinews. One set of samples, intended for laboratory
analyses, was kept in cool conditions (6°C). The analyses
of cooled meat were carried out 24 hours after slaughter.
The remaining two sets of meat samples were subjected to
the process of air flow freezing. The freezing of samples
was carried out in a freezing cabinet of a Budget Line type,
after vacuum-packing them in PA/PE bags. The average
temperature of samples before freezing was 4°C. The time
of freezing the meat at –28°C was approx. 3 hours. After
freezing the meat samples were stored for 1 and 3 month
periods at a temperature of –22°C. After the predetermined
period of storage the samples were moved to the laboratory
for analyses. Sample quality testing was performed after the
packed samples had been thawed in air at a temperature of
approx. 10°C. Defrosting was stopped after the temperature
inside the meat had reached 0°C.
Analyses of cooled meat were carried out 24 hours after
slaughter. In the case of meat stored under freezing conditions, analyses were carried out immediately after thawing.
Analytical methods. The following analyses of meat
were carried out: active acidity (pH), colour, primary chemical content (content of water, protein and fat), hydration
properties (water holding capacity, thermal drip and thawing
drip), parameters of texture (hardness, springiness, chewiness, resilience and cohesiveness).
Active acidity of cooled meat was analysed with an OSH
12-01 electrode and a CPC-411 pH meter (ELMETRON)
with a measuring accuracy of 0.01, 24 hours after slaughter.
In the case of meat stored under freezing conditions, analyses were carried out immediately after thawing.
Meat colour was assessed visually according to the standards of the Italian company “Soicarnia” on a scale from 4
to 8 (4 points – light pink meat, 8 points – dark red or brown
meat). The assessment of colour was made on a slice of
meat (1.5-2.0 cm thick) within 10 minutes after it had been
cut off the sample, in daylight and in a place not exposed
to direct sunlight.
Water content was determined in accordance with
PN-ISO 1442:2000 standard (27).
Protein was determined with the Kjeldahl method, where
the determined value of nitrogen was recalculated to protein
according to PN-75/A-04018 Polish standard (26).
Fat content was determined with the Soxhlet method, as
per recommendations in PN-ISO 1444:2000 Polish standard (28).
Thawing drip was determined after the thawing of meat
samples. Drip weight of plasma was determined in comparison with sample weight (with a precision of 0.01 g). The
value of that feature was expressed as a drip percentage:
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 M – MII 
Td (%) =  I
 100%
[1]
 MI 
where: Td – the size of thawing drip (%), MI – weight of
sample before thawing (g), MII – weight of sample after
thawing (g).
In order to carry out consecutive analyses of physicochemical characteristics, i.e. thermal drip and water holding
capacity, meat samples were minced twice in a laboratory
grinder with the use of sieves with meshes of 4.0 mm. The
obtained mince was thoroughly mixed in order to homogenize the sample.
The size of thermal drip (meat samples were brewed
at a temperature of 85°C for 10 minutes) was calculated
from the difference between the weight before the thermal
processing and the weight after cooling according to the
formula:
 M – MII 
Td (%) =  I
 100%
[2]
 MI 
where: Td – the size of thermal drip (%), MI – weight of
sample before thermal processing (g), MII – weight of
sample after cooling (g).
Water holding capacity (forced drip) was determined
according to the Grau and Hamm method (22). The minced
sample (approx. 300 mg) was placed on filter paper (Whatman No 1). The filter paper with the sample was put between
two glass plates and subjected to constant pressure of
5 kg for the period of 5 minutes. After the predetermined
time of pressure the surface occupied by the meat sample
was outlined, as was the surface occupied by drip of meat
juice. Next the surfaces were planimetered. The difference
between two surfaces was the measure of forced drip of meat
juice which was calculated as 0.3 g. The result expressed
water absorption (cm2) (higher value – lower water absorption of meat).
In order to determine the texture parameters of the analysed meat, from each set of meat samples were cut out in the
shape of cubes with sides of 30 mm. The texture parameters
of the analysed samples were determined instrumentally
employing texture profile analysis (TPA) with the use of
texturometer Texture Analyser – CT3 – 25 of the Brookfield company with a roll-shaped attachment which was
50.8 mm in diameter and 20 mm in length. A test of compression of samples to 50% of their height was performed
twice. The speed of roll travel during the test was 2 mm/sec
and the interval between compressions was 2 seconds.
The following texture parameters: hardness (N), springiness (mm), chewiness (mJ), resilience and cohesiveness
were determined through Texture Pro CT program. During
serial measurements the texture parameters were calculated
automatically.
Statistical analysis. The obtained results were grouped
and subjected to statistical calculations. The mean (x) for
each analysed characteristic and values of standard deviation (s) were presented. In calculation univariate analysis
of variance was employed and the significance of differences between averages (p ≤ 0.05) was determined through
RIR Tukey’s test. All statistical calculations were made in
STATICA v. 10 program.
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life, i.e. it decides about the technological and culinary
usefulness of meat. Kwiastowska’s studies (12) show
that the process of glycolysis in horse meat usually is
fastest on the 1st day after slaughter, where the initial
content of glycogen decreased by 46.2%. 3 days after
slaughter that raw material obtains the lowest pH
content. In the authors’ own studies, 24 hours after
slaughter pH value was at the level of 5.80. Moreover,
Seong et al. (30), analysing acidity of horse meat stored
in cold conditions through 24 hours, indicated pH at
the level of 5.80. Results presented in table 2 indicate
that the acidity of horse meat, in fact, depends on the
length of time of cold and frozen storage. The process
of freezing and frozen storage caused a significant
increase in acidity of horse meat in comparison with
raw material stored in cold conditions. In the case of
raw material stored under frozen conditions for one and
three months the acidity of horse meat was at a similar
level and pH value was 5.57 and 5.58 respectively.
Other research studies inform about an increase in
acidity of horse meat in frozen storage in comparison
with cold storage (32).
An important criterion for the customer deciding
to buy meat is its colour. Meat dye responsible for
the impression of colour is myoglobin which by the
oxygenation becomes oxymyoglobin, and then by oxidation can become metmyoglobin (24, 30). According
to many authors (18, 30) horse meat is characterized
by a high content of myoglobin. In the authors’ own
research the statistical analysis showed that significant
differences in the colour of analysed raw material depend on storage conditions. The freezing process and
frozen storage to three months resulted in the colour of
horse meat substantially darkening in comparison with
raw material stored in cold conditions. Stanisławczyk
and Rudy (32) observed similar regularities in their research analysing horse meat, while Domaradzki
Tab. 1. Chemical composition of horse meat (%; x ± s)
et al. (6) and Litwińczuk et al. (14) observed
similar regularities in their research analysing
Meat stored in frozen conditions
Meat stored in cold
Component
beef.
conditions
one month
three months
Table 2 presents data concerning changes
0.90
4.95
1.00
5.22
1.68
Fat
4.47
of hydration properties of horse meat dependProtein
20.19
0.23
20.25
0.23
20.14
0.70
ing on cold time and frozen storage. The data
Water
73.67
1.09
73.38
0.99
72.85
1.34
show that horse meat stored in cold conditions
24 hours after slaughter was characterized by
Explanation: a – means in the row with superscript the same letters do
the lowest thermal drip (26.58%) and forced
not differ significantly
drip (4.11 cm2). Immediately after slaughter the
meat with a high content
Tab. 2. Hydration properties, colour and pH of horse meat (x ± s)
of ATP and glycogen
Meat stored in frozen conditions
Meat stored in cold
shows the highest water
Properties of meat
Unit
conditions
one month
three months
holding capacity, which
0.16
5.57
0.08
5.58
0.13
pH
5.80
is connected with a high
Meat colour
score
6.20
0.89
6.83
0.80
7.41
0.41
level of pH of muscle
tissue. In authors’ own
Thermal drip
%
26.58
1.96
27.18
1.26
27.25
1.04
research the freezing proWater holding capacity (forced drip) cm
4.11
0.47
4.26
1.08
7.15
1.04
cess and frozen storage
Thawing drip
%
–
–
8.33
2.03
8.98
1.66
had a negative influence
Explanation: a, b – means with different superscript letters differ significantly in the row at p ≤ 0.05 on the specified hydraResults and discussion
Horse meat belongs to animal raw materials which
are characterized by low fat content (2.9%) and high
protein content (22.5%) (34). Similar observations
were made by Diaconu et al. (5), Lorenzo and Pateiro
(16), Palo P. De et al. (24), Franco et al. (7), Lorenzo
et al. (17), Lorenzo et al. (18), Lorenzo and Carballo
(15). Numerical values, obtained in the studies, concerning chemical content of horse meat were presented
in Tab. 1.
The data show that average water content in analysed
muscles was 73.67%, protein 20.19% and fat 4.47%.
Further analysis of the data indicates that the storage of
horse meat in cold and frozen conditions did not have
a statistically significant influence on the content of the
primary elements in the analysed raw material. This
is evidently because it is difficult to expect quantity
changes in tightly packed meat under frozen storage.
Structural changes of frozen raw material usually cause
unfavourable derivative changes; among other things,
limitation of water holding capacity and higher thawing
drip. That fact is also confirmed by the increasing size
of the thawing drip in the authors’ own studies (Tab. 2).
With the extension of the time of frozen storage from 1
to 3 months, an increase in the size of the thawing drip
by 0.65% was observed, although that dependence was
not confirmed statistically. An increase in the size of
thawing drip with extension of frozen storage of horse
meat was shown in other studies (32, 31). Muela et al.
(20) observed similar regularities studying the thawing
drip of meat of different animal species.
Among many post-slaughter factors which decide
about meat quality, pH value is essentially important.
Meat acidity determines the degree of advancement of
the maturing process of the raw material, influences
its colour, water absorption, tenderness, taste and shelf
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tion properties of horse meat and caused Tab. 3. Texture parameter of horse meat (x ± s)
a decrease in water bonding and holding
Meat stored in frozen conditions
Properties
Meat stored in cold
Unit
capacity. With an extension of frozen
of meat
conditions
one month
three months
storage time the statistical analysis
16.69
21.47
8.50
25.49
13.02
Hardness
N
36.10
showed significant differences in the
2.86
6.42
1.96
5.12
0.98
mm
8.10
size of forced drip. After 3 months of Springiness
4.14
5.94
2.72
5.44
3.44
10.07
frozen storage the value of this charac- Gumminess N
teristic increased to the level of 7.15 cm2. Chewiness
46.19
42.12
28.74
29.66
22.73
mJ
83.27
Considering the size of thermal drip, Resilience
0.04
0.11
0.02
0.09
0.01
–
0.15
there were not statistically significant Cohesiveness –
0.15
0.28
0.12
0.20
0.02
0.30
differences in the size of that quality
indicator of meat that would depend on Explanation: as in Tab. 2
the time of cold and frozen storage. However, a tenLorenzo et al. (17) obtained a hardness value of
dency was observed towards an increase in the size of 4.11 kg in LD (longissimus dorsi) to 6.34 kg in SM
thermal drips with the extension of the time of frozen (semimembranous), while Franco et al. (7) obtained
storage of horse meat. Determining the amount of the value of 3.03 and 2.53 kg/cm2 for male and female
thermal drip is very important because it informs us subjects respectively.
Springiness – in other words, flexibility presented in
about the loss of muscle juice, which may result from
thermal processing of meat (29). While analysing meat mm – is a speed of return of an analysed sample from
of different species of animals Stanisławczyk and a deformed state to the initial one (2). In the authors’
Rudy (32), Stanisławczyk and Znamirowska (33) and own studies the samples of horse meat stored for 24
Chwastowska and Kondratowicz (3) obtained similar hours in cold conditions were characterized by the
results, i.e. the deterioration in hydration features of highest resilience at the level of 8.10 mm. A statistihorse meat as a result of the freezing process and frozen cally significant decrease in horse meat resilience to
storage. In Lorenzo et al. (17), the amount of defects the level of 5.12 mm was observed in the case of meat
resulting from thermal treatment (grilling) in various samples stored in frozen conditions through 3 months.
Chewiness is a necessary work needed to destroy
horse muscles ranged from 17.20 to 20.34%, while
Franco et al. (7) did not show a statistically significant internal bonds of an analysed sample – in this case
influence of gender and age of animals on the value horse meat sample. It is a secondary parameter that
depends on hardness, cohesiveness and springiness.
of this feature.
Texture is a principal quality parameter and it The authors’ own research showed that texture paramdecides about the values of sensory features of red eters of horse meat, such as chewiness and resilience,
meat (6). It is a complex of physical features result- undergo significant changes due to the freezing process
ing from the structure and cohesion of particles (21). and in the time of one month of frozen storage. The
Information included in literature indicates that the values of those parameters were respectively about
structure of horse meat is cohesive and compact. Its 49.41% and 26.66% lower in comparison with values
consistency is relatively hard. Raw material obtained after 24 hours of storage in cold conditions. As the
from old horses is usually characterized by undesir- time of frozen storage was extended to 3 months the
able fibrousnesses and hardness. One of the causes of analysed texture parameters indeed underwent a further
the above disadvantage of this type of meat is a larger decrease by 64.38% and 40%. Moreover, the authors’
participation of connective tissue (collagen) in com- own studies showed a lower cohesion value, although
parison with others types of that raw material (1, 32). not statistically confirmed, of horse meat which underTable 3 presents texture parameters of horse muscle went the freezing process and frozen storage. Horse
under cold and frozen storage. The data show that val- meat stored in cold conditions 24 hours after slaughter
ues of all texture parameters of horse meat stored in was characterized by the highest cohesion at the level
cold conditions 24 hours after slaughter were higher in of 0.30. Lorenzo et al. (16) in the study of selected
comparison with meat samples subjected to a freezing horse muscles showed the values of cohesion within
0.53 (LD) to 0.57 (SM and TB).
process and frozen storage.
The content of basic chemical components in horse
Meat hardness is a strength necessary to obtain its
specified deformation or deep penetration. it is shaped meat does not change in the analyzed period of cold
mainly by myofibrillar proteins, especially in the state (24 hours) and frozen storage (1 and 3 months). Horse
of their countermove and the quantity and quality of meat kept in cold storage for 24 hours after slaughter
connective tissue (collagen hardness). The data pre- is a better raw material for processing (more favoursented in table 3 show that raw material stored for 24 able hydration properties) in comparison with meat
hours in cold storage is characterized by the highest kept in frozen storage for 1 and 3 months. Horse meat
hardness (36.10 N). The freezing process and frozen kept in frozen storage is a better raw material for custorage up to one month significantly contributed to linary purposes due to its more favourable tenderness
in comparison with horse meat kept in cold storage.
a decrease in horse meat hardness by 14.63 N.
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